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Abstract

The history and present status of satellitewind observing systems are reviewed and summarized.

Through the GWE period (December 1, 1978 - November 30,1979), cloud motion winds had been

routinely derived from 5 geostationary meteorological satellitesby 4 operating agencies; MSC/JMA,

NESDIS/NOAA, ESOC/ESA and SSEC/UW. The former 3 agencies have kept deriving the satellite

winds after the period.

The satellite winds agree well with conventional winds in most cases. The vector differences

between satellitewinds and radiosonde winds are lOm/s or less for high level winds and 5m/s or less

for low-level winds. As a result of some improvements in operational wind derivation systems,

the satellitewind observation has been stabilized in quality among the operating agencies.

The applicability of satellitewind derivation system is discussed. As the satellitewinds have

global coverage and as it is easy to handle them with computer, satellitewinds are very useful for

and essential to; (a) numerical weather prediction as initial data especially in tropical area and in

southern hemisphere, and (b) the research of climate variation in relatively short period, the order

of 2 to 3 years.

On the other hand, it has been noted that the cloud motion winds are derived in completely

different way from the way of conventional observation. The problems caused from this are pointed

out as that; (a) the satellitewinds are mostly obtained only on two levels, and (b) the difficulty of

height assignment sometimes causes conspicuous errors in the satellitewinds, particularly at high-

levels, e.g. over the area along jet-stream cirrus in mid-latitudes. In order to overcome these pro-

blems, itis considered that;

(a) The additional sensors such as water vapor (6.8 Mm), splitwindow (11.5 and 12.5 jum) and

CO2 (13.3,14.0 and 14.2 Mm) channels are helpful tools,

(b) Synthetic stereo produced from visible and infrared images are useful for middle-level

wind derivation,

(c) The images with 15 minute intervals should be used for especially tracking cirrus moving

quickly like that around sub-tropical jet-stream in winter, so that distinct improvements of the

quality and quantity will be marked, and
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(d) Stereo height determination using images taken simultaneously over common field of view

from two neighboring satellitesis very helpful for verification of height assignment. ,

Finally, it should be emphasized that the satellitewind data are indispensable both operational-

ly and in research work, and both in present and in future, though further improvements in current

operational wind derivation system and further development of the application of satellitewind

Hatn arp ctiiirpnnirpH

1. Introduction

In December 1966, the first Application

Technology Satellite(ATS-1) was launched and

put into geostationary orbit by the United

States of America. The ATS-1 had had imaging

function which gave us cloud distribution over

approximately one-forth of earth surface with

the same view at any time. It has been ex-

pected that the information on the cloud dis-

tribution, especially those over the data sparse

areas like oceanic, mountainous and desert

areas, would considerably contribute to both

increasing knowledge on the behavior of the

global atmosphere and the development of

technique for analysing meteorological fields.

From two or more time-sequential pictures

(images) taken by the ATS-1 the cloud motion

vectors had been derived by tracking target

clouds. The vectors were regarded as upper

level winds over the data sparse area. At first,

in 1967, Prof. T.Fujita and his collaborator at

the University of Chicago, developed a cloud

tracking system by the use of photo-processed

animation film which is known as METRACOM

system (Chang et al., 1973). Using the cloud

motion data set, a number of researches were

conducted at the University of Chicago and ii

was revealed that the data set was very usefui

for the flow pattern analysis over tropical area

hurricane vicinity, severe storm area, etc. Firsi

of all,it was shown that (a) the velocities oi

middle clouds computed from both ATS-1 anc

terrestrial photographs taken by stereo-camen

network were very close to each other over i

2

local area near Hawaii, and (b) cloud velocities

are very useful in determining the mesoscale

field of air motions which affect the cloud

motions (Fujita et al.,1968). It was found that a

large scale flow from the Southern Hemisphere

recurved after crossing the equator and formed

an anticyclone (Fujita et al., 1969b). Chang

et al.(1974) showed that the tropical circula-

tion could be described through the cloud

motions much more accurately and realistically

than before. Fujita et al.(1970) showed that

cloud motion winds were useful for production

of a complete and .detailed analysis of the in-

flow and outflow fields in a hurricane vicinity,

using together with airborne radar and satellite

picture and aircraft and synoptic wind data. It

was shown that detailed outflow pattern can

be obtained in two excellent cases of tornado

outbreaks (Fujita et al., 1969a). From these

researches it was considered that the cloud

motion winds would be very useful.

Furthermore, Leese et al. (1971) tried to

track the target clouds automatically by a

pattern recognition technique which was sig-

nificantly in progress as the development oi

computer techniques and computer itself. The

advent of the automatic cloud tracking tech'

nique implied its capability in the mass pro

duction of cloud motion vectors with the global

coverage except for polar areas.

Since then, several wind derivation systems

have been developed both on the research

basis and the operational basis. For research

purpose a cloud wind derivation system, which

is called WINDCO, has been developed as i
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function of the McIDAS (Man-computer In-

teractive Data Access System) at the Space

Science and Engineering Center (SSEC) of the

University of Wisconsin (Suomi, 1975; Smith,

1975), and the AOIPS (Atmospheric and

Oceanographic Information Processing System)

at the Goddard Space Flight Center, NASA

(Billingsley, 1976). They were man-machine

interactive systems using a TV-screen on which

animated movie is displayed. On the other

hand, the NESS (National Environmental

Satellite Service, now NESDIS: National En-

vironmental Satellite Data and Information

Service), NOAA, started the development of

the manual and automatical wind derivation

systems to be routinely processed in the late

1960s, and eventually they put them into over-

all daily routine operation in mid-1970s. The

high-level target clouds, cirri, were manually

tracked using a film-loop system, and the low-

level target clouds, cumuli, were selected and

tracked automatically.

Although the ATS-1 and the second ATS

(ATS-3) had just visible (VIS) channels for

imaging, the first Operational Synchronous

Meteorological Satellite (SMS) launched in

1974 had been equipped with infrared window

channel (11 jum) for imaging in addition to

visible channel. From the infrared image, cloud

top temperature could be estimated and con-

verted into cloud top height (pressure and/or

geopotential height) using vertical temperature

profile. The height information has increased

the usefulness of the cloud motion vectors as

upper level winds.

To implement the FGGE program, Japan

(MSC/JMA) launched GMS-1 at 140°E over the

equator in 1977 and began their wind deriva-

tion in April 1978. The ESOC/ESA launched

METEOSAT at 0°in longitude and began their

wind derivation in July 1978. The U.S. satel-

lites, SMS-2 and GOES-3, were stationed at

75°W and 135°W respectively. A U.S. satellite

(i.e. GOES-1) was temporarily moved to 75°E
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Fig. 1. Th^ history of the geostationary satellitesused for the wind derivation during and after

the FGGE period.
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over Indian Ocean and operated as GOES

Indian Ocean (GOES 10) during the FGGE

period (Mosher et al., 1980b). For the FGGE

operation the cloud motion vectors had been

derived from the images taken by those five

geostationary satellites twice or three times a

day. The history of the geostationary satellites

used for the wind derivation during and after

the FGGE period is shown in Fig. 1. The global

data coverage is shown in Fig. 2.

2. Satellite Wind Derivation System

2.1. General

1) Images and their Registration

Either infrared (IR) or visible(VIS) images

usually taken at 30-minute interval are used for

target cloud selection and tracking, and IR,

VIS and/or water vapour (WV) channel's images

for the estimation of target cloud height and

wind representative height. The nominal time

of images used for tracking is shown in Table 1.

For correct tracking of the target cloud, the

relationship between target cloud location on

the image and the location on the earth must

9O'E 180"

be accurately determined. For this purpose,

the orbital and attitude data of the satellite

and some other imaging information like scan

geometry are used to calculate the relationship

between them. The error (absolute error) is

generally 10 km or more on the earth surface.

But the absolute error of image registration is

not so serious because it vanishes in the calcula-

tion of vector from two time-sequential images

if the images are relatively well registered. In

order to increase the accuracy, the SSEC de-

veloped a new method in which a set of land-

marks was used to adjust the image to earth

location. Both of the NESDIS/NOAA and the

MSC/JMA adopted similar method. In addition

to this method, the MSC/JMA redetermine the

attitude of the satellite using the landmark

locations determined on five VIS images a day.

and then predict the attitude for 4 days on,

Furthermore, when each image is ingested the

earthedge is extracted from the IR full disc

image and then earth location in the image is

finely tuned. The predicted attitude and orbital

data, scan geometry of the satellite and fine-
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tuned earth location are used for wind vector

calculation.

2) Target Cloud Selection and Tracking

There are generally two types of target cloud

selection and tracking procedures; namely,

manual and automatic procedures. In the auto-

matic procedure, the cloud height information

is used for selection of suitable target to be

tracked. The tracking is performed by the pat-

tern matching technique. In the manual pro-

cedure, on the other hand, an operator selects

and tracks suitable targets either on a digitizer

board on which photo-processed film-loop is

projected or on a TV-screen on which animated

movie-loop is electronically displayed. At the

several Centers, combined procedures are used

to various extents. The selecting and tracking

procedures are summarized in Table 2.

3) Height assignment

The satellite wind is assigned to the most

probable altitude which is estimated from (a)

IR brightness temperature (TBB), (b) TBB and

WV channel (6 /xm) observation, (c) TBB and

VIS" brightness, (d) statisticalwind representa-

tive height based on a previous investigation, or

(e) subjective wind representative height. The

height assignment procedures are shown in

Table 3.

4) Quality control

It is necessary to remove unrepresentative

winds among the resultant vectors. Some vec-

tors are removed or flagged in the automatical

procedure, and some in the manual procedure

by a skillfulanalyst.

5) Delivery and archiving

Final vectors are coded into WMO formats

Table 2 ' Target selection and tracking procedures for satellitewind derivation

Manual Combined Automatic

Film-loop

procedure
Man-machine interactive
procedure

Automatic
procedure

Target
cloud

selection

Manual

(off-line) Manual Automatic

Tracking Manual
(off-line)

Manual Semi-
manual

Automatic

Image display Film-loop TV-display

(Operating agencies)

NESDIS/NOAA High-level

( -July '82)
High-level

(July '82- )
Low-level

ESOC/ESA High/low

MSC/JMA

*procedure

High-level

*FL

Low-level

*MM-2

Lov-level

( -Mar.82)

*MM-1

Low-level

(April 82- )
*AS

SSEC/UW High/low-level

6-



Table 3 Height assignment procedure at each center for satellitewind derivation

MSC/JMA low-level

TBB->Tc^Pc ―

VTP j

I

I

650/600 <Pc< 950mb =^Pw=850mb ―

(extracted information)

-> Target cloud top height

No wind representative height
( - Dec. 21, 1981)

-> Wind representative height
(Dec. 21, 1981 - )

MSC/JMA high-level

Fixed height. Pw=300mb -,

Climatological tropopause J

Statistical best-fit level ―

Indication of cirrus tracked wind
~* ( - Dec. 21, 1981)

-> Wind representative height
(Dec. 21, 1981 - )

ESOC/ESA

TBB -|

WV radiance h-> e ―>Tc―>Pc=Pw ―

VIS radianceJ

-> Wind representative height

NESDIS high-level ( -July 1982)

TBB―>Tc―>Pc=Pw j-

or Subjective wind height -I

-> Wind representative height

NESDIS high-level (July 1982- ) am

VIS Lib―^Pb-r^

I SSEC

-^ Wind representative height

NESDIS low-level

TBB―yTc-^Pc ―

VTP

Pw=900mb ―

-> Target cloud top height

―>Wind representative height

TBB

Tc(Pc)

Tb(Pb)
e

Pw

VTP

Equivalence Black Body Temperature
Cloud-top temperature (pressure height)
Cloud-base temperature (pressure height)
Emissivity
Wind representative height
Vertical temperature profile

7-
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(SATOB) for the teletype transmission to

worldwide users through the GTS (Global Tele-

communication System). During the FGGE

period, the wind data were stored in tape in

Level Il-b Data formats to be sent to the FGGE

Level Il-b Space-based and Special Observing

Systems Data Centre in Sweden.

2.2. Operational System

In this section the history of wind derivation

procedures and some special matters at four

following operational centers are briefly de-

scribed, and further detailed summary of each

center's operational wind derivation system is

described by Hamada (1985). Three out of

those centers conducted producing satellite

winds globally between 50°N and 50°S. The

SSEC contributed to produce not only the

global winds, but also special dense ones over

tropical areas in Pacific Ocean. During the

FGGE period the data sets produced by the

SSEC are shown in Table 4. After the FGGE

period, the SSEC has not derived the cloud

motion winds routinely.

2.2.1. Meteorological Satellite Center

(MSC/JMA)

Japan has been deriving cloud motion winds

by the Cloud Wind Estimation System (CWES)

at the MSC since April 6, 1978. Cumulus

tracked winds (low-level) and cirrus tracked

winds (high-level) have been produced con-

tinuously except for short interruption due to

satelliteanomaly from the end of 1983 to mid-

1984. The procedure for high-level wind deri-

vation has been retained virtually unchanged

since 1978, but that for low-level was changed

on April 1, 1982 from the man-machine inter-

active operation to the full automatic one. The

height assignment procedure was changed on

December 21, 1981, and since then statistical

best-fitlevels have been assigned to the satellite

winds. Until then climatological tropopause

level had been assigned to the high-level winds

and only cloud-top heights had been assigned to

the low-level winds. On October 4, 1983, new

quality control procedure, i.e., objective

quality control (OQ) procedure was added to

the existing ones; automatic assessment and

manual quality control. The detailed pro-

cedures of the CWES operated during the FGGE

period are described in Kodaira et al.(1981)

and those of current CWES in Meteorological

SatelliteCenter (1984).

2.2.2. National Environmental Satellite,

Data and Information Service

(NESDIS/NOAA)

The NESDIS has routinely derived cloud

motion winds from two geostationary satellites

three times a day since mid 1970s including the

FGGE period. Cumulus tracked winds (low-

level) and cirrus tracked winds (high-level) have

been produced. The procedure for low-level

wind derivation has remained virtually un-

changed since then, but that for high-level was

changed in July 1982 from film-loop procedure

Table 4 Wind data setsproduced by the SSEC during the FGGE period

GOES 10 GOESE&W GMS

Data set

Period

Synoptic Time

Tracking

Resolution (mile)

Time int.(min.)

Indian Ocean

entire FGGE

0000Z 1200Z

IR VIS/IR

3

30

MONEX

100-days

0600Z 1800Z

VIS/IR IR

2(1)

15(7)

TropicalWind

entireFGGE

1800Z

VIS/IR

2

15/210

GMS

entire FGGE

OOOOZ 1200Z

VIS/IR

30

-8-
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to man-machine interactive procedure. The

man-machine interactivesystem is similarone

to the McIDAS (Suomi, 1985) to be described

in Section 2.2.4. For detailedexplanation on

the procedure, see Hubert (1979), Whitney

(1984) and Bristor(1975).

2.2.3. European Space Operations Centre

(ESOC/ESA)

European Space Agency (ESA) had derived

cloud motion winds from METEOSAT-1

imagery at the Meteorological Information Ex-

traction Centre (MIEC, ESOC) in Darmstadt,

F.R.G. But the operation terminated on

November 25, 1979 by satellitefailure. In May

1982, they resumed their wind derivation from

METEOSAT-2 imagery once a day (00Z) and in

September 1982, twice a day.

At the MIEC, the satellitewinds are derived

automatically using three consecutive images at

alllevels. The wind derivation scheme has re-

mained virtually unchanged since 1978. De-

tailed description of their wind derivation

system is available in Bowen et al.(1979).

2.2.4. Space Science and Engineering Center

(SSEC/UW)

The Space Science and Engineering Center

of the University of Wisconsin (SSEC/UW)

participated in the FGGE by supporting the

collection of meteorological geostationary satel-

lite data, and processing of cloud drift winds

from these data (Chatters et al., 1975; Suomi,

1975; Smith, 1975). Following cloud drift

winds were derived and sent to the FGGE Level

Il-b Space-based and Special Observing Systems

Data Center in Sweden during the FGGE

period (Mosher et al.,1980a and 1980b). The

produced wind data sets are:

(a) Indian Ocean Wind Set: a cloud wind

data set for the Indian Ocean region approxi-

mately 50°N to 50°S, 10°E to 110°E, from

GOES Indian Ocean twice a day for the entire

FGGE year,

(b) Tropical Wind Set: a high-density cloud

wind data set for the tropical region approxi-

mately 15°N to 15°S, 20°W to 170°E from

GOES-E and GOES-W once a day for the entire

FGGE year,

(c) MONEX Wind Set: a high density cloud

wind data set from GOES 10 for the summer

MONEX region from approximately 30°N to

20°S, 30°E to 100°E twice a day for a 100

day period starting on 1 May 1979, and

(d) GMS Wind Set: additional cloud wind

data set from the GMS imagery for the region

approximately 50°N to 50°S, 90°E to 170°W

for the entire FGGE year.

The used images, observation times, etc. for

the production of those wind data sets are

shown in Table 4. After the end of FGGE

period, no operational satellitewinds have been

derived at the SSEC.

The SSEC have developed the Man-computer

Interactive Data Access System (McIDAS) since

its foundation in 1969 (Suomi, 1975; Smith,

1975). The McIDAS has great capability to

handle the large amount of satelliteimage data,

weather report etc. and to process the data to

extract various kinds of meteorological para-

meters (Chatters et al.,1975). As one of pro-

cessings of the McIDAS, the WINDCO was

developed to derive cloud motion winds. The

WINDCO is basically man-machine interactive

wind derivation system by the use of TV-

display on which animated time sequential

images can be displayed.

3. Characteristics of Satellite Winds and Pro-

blems

3.1. Representative Height of SatelliteWinds

The satellite wind is derived in completely

different way from the way of conventional

-9-
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observations like radiosonde observation. The

satellite wind observation system is not the

system to measure air motion directly but to

measure cloud motion. The target cloud to be

tracked has some dimensions, a few deca-

kilometers in horizontal direction and a few

kilometers in vertical direction. This causes a

question: "Does the cloud seen from geosta-

tionary satellitemove with wind?" It is essen-

tial to answer this question because improper

altitude assignment causes cloud motion error

as much as vertical wind shear between repre-

sentative level and the assigned height, that is,

the assigned altitude of the cloud motion is

very sensitive to its accuracy.

1) Low-level winds

Cumulus clouds are very good targets to

derive the cloud motion winds. Hasler et al.

(1976,1977 and 1979) investigated the relation-

ship between cloud motion and environmental

air motion in different altitudes of a cloud by

the use of an aircraft equipped with inertia!

navigation system (INS). Both the cloud motion

and air motion are simultaneously measured by

the aircraftINS. During the later stage of theii

investigation satellite cloud motion was also

derived from the GOES images. It was shown

that the tropical cloud motion had excellent

agreement with the wind (air motion) at cloud

base (150m). Satellitemeasured cumulus cloud

motions were very good estimators of the

cloud-base wind (900-950mb) for trade wind

and subtropical high regions. For cumulus

clouds near frontal regions, the cloud motion

agreed best with the mean cloud layer wind.

Although the tracks of smaller size cumuli

than these of Hasler's case are taken up, there

are very interesting tracking results performed

by Fujita et al.(1975). The cumuli spatial size

is about 1 to 2 km. The geometric centers of

the cumuli are tracked at 1 min. interval over

the City of Springfield, Mo. (Fig. 3). The

shadow tracks in the figure appear somewhat

like a stretched S shape, revealing that cloud

obtained their north-westerly motion as they

grew larger. The S shape trajectory is explained

by the vertical wind profile at Springfield

(Fig. 4), i.e. the height of environmental wind

which contributes to drive the cumulus be-

comes higher as the cloud develops vertically.

As described previously, cumulus cloud

moves with environmental air motion at the

level of cloud-base. This fact has been con-

firmed statisticallyby several researches. One

Fig. 3. Tracks of cloud shadows over Springfield.

Note that some tracks curve like a stretched

letter S. (After Fujita et al.,1975)

290 SOO liO SO*

SHALL CLOUD

1
9 m/stc

5,500 BiSE

URGE CLOUD

7 m/itc

Fig. 4. A model of cumulus clouds used for track-

ing their shadows over Springfield on 15

May 1972. (After Fujita et al.,1975)

-10-
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of the results is shown in F眼.5 and 6 (Hamada, 

l 982b ). Each satellite wind is compared with 

the radiosonde winds at 7 /9 pressure levels 

between 700/600 and lOOOmb observed by a 

radiosonde station. The statistics of the differ-

ence between them are produced separately in 

three cloud top height ranges, i.e., SFC-800mb, 

800・700mband 700-600mb,and a whole range, 

SFC-600mb; but the range, SFC-800mb, in 

winter is omitted because of too small samples. 

In the study it is concluded that: (a) Through-

out the year, low-level satellite wind agrees 

with nearby radiosonde wind at 8 SOmb, and as 

the target cloud height becomes lower, the 

agreement between both types of winds gets 

better, (b) In winter, the satellite wind with the 

tracked cloud-top height lower than 800mb 

agrees with the radiosonde wind at IOOOmb as 

well as at 850mb, (c) In summer, the satellite 

LQ!;-L£HL W1'0S リー V
SAT RAOB 

wmd agrees with the radiosonde wind at any 

level lower than 700mb, and (d) In winter/ 

summer, when the tracked cloud height is 

lower than 600/700mb, the satellite wind 

agrees with the radiosonde wind very well. 

It can be concluded that low司levelcloud 

motion winds represent those at 850mb or 

lower and smaller cumulus tracked winds re-

present those at lower level. 

2) High-level winds 

It is very difficult to determine correct 

temperature of cirrus cloud due to ambiguity of 

the emissivity of the cloud. Usually the emis-

sivity is assumed to be unity. But thin cirrus, 

which is often good target to be tracked, has 

the emissivity less than 1.0. Towards the future 

improvement of the cirrus height estimation, 

various investigations have been conducted to 

be described briefly in section 3 .3. But from 

JAN 10 - FEB 15, 1981 l96km 

I ：＇ ノ＼／＼＼ー｜抽s.mea 

i1L三ユ ρ

(d) 

BSOトllB
J4 

司内
1000 」一

0 2 ~ 6 8 10 12 0 20 40 60 -6 -4 2 0 2 ‘6 a lo -2 0 2 4 6 

Fig. 5. The mean magnitude of vector difference between GMS low-1巴velsatellite wind and 
radiosonde wind in winter. The ranges of the target cloud top height (CTH) are: (a) 
from surface to 600mb, (b) from 700 to 600mb, (c) 800 to 700mb, and (d) lower than 
800mb. (After Hamada, 1982b) 
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number of samples. (Aft巴rHamada, 1982b). 

the operational point of view, each center 

adopts somewhat different height assignment 

procedure as already shown in Table 3. 

Hamada (1982 b) investigated the relationship 

between a cloud motion wind and radiosonde 

winds at several vertical levels. A high-level 

satellite wind was compared with 7 different 

levels' winds observed by a radiosonde station 

in the Northern Hemisphere. The statistics are 

calculated over six differe川 latitudes(subareas); 

0・5°N, 5-15°N, 15-25°N, 25-35°N, 35-45°N 

and 45・50°N. Two of them, northernmost and 

southernmost areas, were eliminated from the 

comparison, because of too small samples. The 

results are shown in Fig. 7. The best-fit level 

varies seasonally and regionally. In winter in 

tropical region, 5-25°N, the minimum vector 

difference is found at the level of 200mb; in 

mid-latitudes, 25-45°N, at the level of 400mb. 

From these comparisons, representative wind 

60 80 

heights of high-level satellite winds derived 

routinely by CWES wer巴 determinedas shown 

in Table 5. The heights in the Southern Hemis・

phere was estimated from the results in the 

Northern Hemisphere, but no verification has 

been still carried out. On December 21, 1981 

the MSC/ JMA started assigning the high-level 

cloud motion winds to the statistical best fit 

level based on the results (Hamada, 1982b). 

It can be concluded that over the tropical 

area, the statistical best－βt level between hなか

level cloud motion and environment，αl wind is 

about 200mb and in mid-latitudes lower than 

that. 

3 .2. Difference of Satellite Winds from Con-

ventional Winds 

In order to assess the homogeny and ac-

curacy of the satellite winds which are derived 

routinely, the International Comparison of 

12 
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satellite comparison and satellite-to・rawmcom・

parison. Satellite-to-satellite comparison means 

that two winds from different satellites over 

common field of view (as shown by A, B, . , E 

in Fig. 2) are compared with each other, and 

第14トjt主計J幸投合気象衛星センター

Satellite Winds has been carried out twice a 

year since July 1978 under an agreement at 

the Coordination meetings of Geostationary 

Meteorological Satellites (CGMS). There are 

types of comparisons, i.e., satellite-to” two 
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Fig. 7. The mean magnitude of vector difference between GMS high-level satellite wind and 
radiosonde wind in 4 latitude band areas. (After Hamada 1982b). 
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Table 5 Wind representative height to be assigned 

to high-level cloud motion wind derived from 
CWES* system. (After Meteorological Satellite 
Center, 1984) 
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the statistics of the differences are tabulated as 

Type 1 Reports. Satellite-to・rawincomparison 

means that a satellite wind is compared with 

nearby radiosonde winds, and the statistics of 

the differences are tabulated as Type 2 Reports. 

The results are shown in Figs. 8辻nd9, but the 

results on METEOSAT winds in Table 6. Those 

.tables and figures are after Whitney (1983）ラ but

Japanese results (Fig. 9, a and b) are replaced 

by updated ones. The MSC revised Type 2 

Reports from winter 1981 to 1983 and re-

ported them as a working paper at the CGMS-

XIII, because some errorneous radiosonde 

re po口swer巴 usedfor the Type 2 comparison 

originally reported. 

Acco凶 時 tothe Type l Repo1ts (Fig. 8; 

satellite-to-satellite), the differences between 

winds from two neighboring satellites have been 

gradually decreasing for high-level and have had 

no great variation for low-level. According to 

the Type 2 Reports (Fig. 9, satellite-to-rawin), 

GMS-rawin comparison has had great seasonal 

variation especially for high-level. The diffe1-

ences became smaller in winter 1982 and after 

then, because the height assignment procedure 

was improved at the MSC (Hamada, 1982a). 

Other than the International Comparison 

there have been a number of comparisons of 

14 

satellite winds with conventional winds (Hubert 

et al, 1971 and 1972; Salomonson, 1975; 

Suchman et al, 1976; Bauer, 1976; Hamada, 

1982 b ). Those results are summarized that the 

magnitude of mean vector difference between 

satellite wind and radiosonde wind is 5 m/s or 

less for low-level wind and JO m/s or less fo1 

high-level wind, and those differences are 

smaller in tropical area than in mid-latitudes. 

3 .3. Vertical Resolution of Satellite Winds 

As described above satellite winds are de-

rived mostly in two vertical layers, i.e., high-

level and low-level. Those winds correspond to 

cirrus tracked winds and cumulus tracked 

winds respectively. In current operational sys-

tem it is not easy to derive mid-level winds 

because of the difficulty of both mid必vel

cloud identification and ta1get height estima-

ti on. In order to increase vertical resolution of 

satellite winds, the way to obtain the height 

information has to be improved. For the pur-

pose several methods will be briefly reviewed 

in this section. Some of them need additional 

channels’data besides both 11 μm IR and VIS 

channels. METEOSAT has had 6.8 μm WV 

channel since beginning of the operation in 

1978. The first VAS (VISSR Atmospheric 

Soun出仏 whichwas launched into geosta-

tionary orbit aboard the GOES satellite on 

September 9, 1980, had 12 infrared channels 

and a VIS channel for出rnging.The VAS is 

installed in current GOES spacecrafts, both 

eastern and western satellites. 

(I) Use of WV radiance 

The WV (6.8 μm) channel data have been 

already used at the ESOC/ESA as described in 

Bowen et al (1979), which is briefly sum-

marized by Hamada (1985). The emissiv町 of

a cloud can be estimated from a simultaneous 

m巴asurementsof the cloud by both 6 μm WV 
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tures were tracked on an interactive image 

processing system. The WV  wind vectors can 

be assigned to levels between 400 mb and 

500 mb. This may increase the number of mid-

level winds. 

15 

and 11 μm IR channels. This makes the height 

assignment of cloud motion more accurate. 

According to Eigenwillig et al. ( 1982), using 

enhanced mid引 oposphericcloud imagery ob-

served by METEOSAT WV channel, WV struc-
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The VAS channel 3 (14.2 μm band) senses 

contribution from high-level cloud above 

350 mb and channels 4 (14.0 μm) and 

(13.3μ吋 frommid-level centered at 500 mb 

and low-level cloud at almost surface respec-

5 

(2) Use ofC02 channels data of VAS 

Menzel et al. (1983) developed improved 

cloud motion vector derivation system with 

altitude assignment using three C02 channels 

of VAS. 
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Table 6 International comp紅 isonof Satellite Winds (METEOSAT). (After Whitney, 198 3) 

METEOSAT GOES E(Type 1) METEOSA T ・RA WIN (Type 2) 

LOW HIGH LOW HIGH 
S79 W83 S79 W83 S79 W83 S79 W83 

RMS Vector Dif. 4.5 
Mean Vector Dif. 3.8 

RMS Dir. Dif. 29.3 
Abs. Mean Dif. 20.5 
Alg. Mean Dif. 一45
RMS Speed Dif. 3.2 
Abs. Mean Dif. 2.5 
Alg. Mean Dif. 0.9 

Mean Raw in Speed N/A N/A 

lively. At first upper level cloud motions can 

be differentiated from middle and low-level 

ones using animation of 14 .2 μm imagery. Sub-

sequently mid-level motions can be observed 

using the simultaneous animation of the 14 .2 

and 14.0 μm band imagery. Similarly, low-

cloud motion can be observed by the animation 

of 14.2, 14.0 and 13.3阿nband imagery. 

To estimate a cloud top temperature, the 

C02 absorption method is used, i.e., cloud top 

pressures are determined from the ratio of the 

deviations in cloud produced radiances and 

corresponding clear air values for three C02 

channel~ in a radiative transfer equation formu-

lation. In the article it was shown that; (a) C02 

cloud motion wind vectors were in good agree-

ment with radiosonde wind and (b) C02 cloud 

heights were within a 50 mb rms deviation from 

radiosonde, bisp巴ctraland stereo height deter-

minations each. 

(3) Use of 12 μm split window channels 

data 

Inoue (1985) showed that from the 12 μm 

split window channels data of NOAA-7 polar 

orbiting meteorological satellite, it was easy to 

identify semi-transparent cirrus clouds from 

cumulonimbus area or cloud-free area. Current-

ly, the automatic cloud tracking system some-

times fails to identify a semitransparent cirrus 

12.0 6.0 9.6 12.9 12.4 
10.0 5 .1 7 .4 9 .1 10.4 

14.2 41.9 65.0 37.4 38.6 
10.2 28.8 38.9 23.9 23.2 
-1.2 4.7 3.5 2.2 1.5 

10.7 4.5 4.9 11.0 8.8 
8.3 3.5 3 .4 6.6 6.4 

-7.4 2.0 -1.9 3 .8 3 .4 

N/A N/A 8.5 14.7 

cloud because the retrieved temperature range 

shifts to lower temperature which was caused 

by the upwelling radiance ben巴aththe cloud. 

The split window channels data will give us 

useful information to identify transparent 

cirrus. 

( 4) Stereo height determination from simul-

taneous observations by two satellites 

From simultaneous observations from two 

neighboring satellites it is possible to produce 

stereo view of the cloud distribution on TV-

screen, where two pictures from the simultane-

ous observations are superimposed in red and 

green respectively. The cloud can be easily seen 

in stereo view using red and green glasses. The 

height of a cloud is calculated from the geome-

try among the satellites artd the cloud. The 

accuracy of the cloud height d巴terminationis 

about 500 m or less (Hasler, 1981, and Mosher, 

1980), but it depends on accmacy of naviga-

tion, difference of observation time, the separa-

tion of two satellites and so on. This is very 

important tool to evaluate th巴accuracyof the 

height assignment being performed in routine 

operation excluding emissivity problem. 

(5) Use of artificial stereo view of satellite 

picture 

VIS and IR pictures observed by a satellite 

are used for the artificial st巴reoview method. 

17-
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Basic concept of this method is that each VIS 

pixels are shifted eastward in amount propor-

tional to the IR brightness to produce artificial 

image. Both the artificial VIS image and the 

original VIS image are simultan巴ouslydisplayed 

in the same way as that for real-stereo view de-

scribed above. The artificial stereo movie made 

it easy that an operator identified mid-lev巴l

clouds at SSEC (Mosher, 1982). In this method、

the thin cirrus is seen low巴rthan actual height, 

but this is very effective tool to identify and 

derive mid-level winds because any sp巴cial

image observation is not required to perform 

this method. 

Those methods for increasing height resolu-

tion of satellite winds will provide fundamental 

basis for future improvement. 

3 .4. Data Coverage and Number 

Satellite wind data are available in the area 

between approximately S0°N and S0°S. Usual-

ly they are derived in the region within S0° gca 

(great ci川 ea吋 fromthe sub-satellite point as 

already shown in Fig. 2. Average number of 

satellite winds operationally derived both in 

FGGE period and in the latest period are shown 

in Table 7. According to the latest results each 

center has derived about 30,000 wind vectors 

a month, i.e., SOO vectors an observat10n. 

The number of winds is sufficient as an average 

number. 

The history of the number of satellite winds 

derived at the MSC is shown in Fig. I 0. They 

are monthly mean from the beginning of their 

operation in April 1978. The seasonal variation 

is clearly observed and its phase of Northern 

Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere is op-

posite. This may be caused by the difference of 

meteorological situation of the observation 

field. 

It is very important that the data coverage 1s 

even over the observation area. Fig. 1 I shows 

global distribution of satellite winds at 12z, 

January I, 1986. Bold wind arrows are high-

Table 7 Average number of satellite winds routinely derived at each center 

Agency Satellite FGGE Lat巴st

ESOC METEOSAT Tキ 24968/month
27650/month (Jyly-Dec. '83) 
29251 (Jan.-June '84) 

NESDIS 
GOES E 

T* 46000** 
H* 6000** (two sa tclli tes) 

GOESW L* 24000** do. 

MSC GMS 
H* 10445 H本 13254 (S巴p.Nov. '84) 
L* 9866 Lキ 18630 do. 

SSEC GOES IO T水 42500本＊

SSEC 
GOES E T* 44600字本 一一一一一一一GOESW 

TOTAL T* 178000** 90000** 

* T; Total number, H; High-level winds, L; Low-level winds. 
** Approximat巴numbers.
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level winds and others low-level winds. The 

map shows that low-level winds cover the area 

where high-level winds do not cover and vice 

versa. This fact indicates that it is hard to track 

multi-layer targets simultaneously by the cur-

rent automatic tracking system on the opera-

tional basis. 

3 .S. Life-time of Target Cloud and Time 

Interval of Images 

The images taken at 30 minute interval have 

been used for operational low-level cloud track-

ing by all three operating agencies; NESDIS, 

ESOC and MSC, and during the FGGE period 

by the SSEC. For higry-level wind derivation 

different time intervals, from 30 minutes to 2 

ho、urs,are used at those agencies. In this sec-

tion the impact of the time-interval of the 

images on the resultant cloud motion will be 

discussed. 

(1) Life-time of target cloud 

It is clear that the time-interval of the images 

used for tracking target cloud has to be shorter 

than the life-time of the target, otherwise the 

cloud will dissipate by the time at which the 

successive image is taken. 

Fujita (1970) showed half-life of jet-stream 

cirrus and of cumulus clouds in the southeast 

sector of a hurricane as classified by the cloud 

回 e(Tables 8 and 9). Acco凶 ngto th巴re臥I

the jet-stream cirrus with the size of 10 km o l 

more, which is suitable target to be tracked, 

has the half-life of two hours or more which is 

enough to be tracked. Half-life of cumulus 

clouds in the southeast sector of a hurricane is 

36 minutes for the horizontal size of 10 km 

and 1 hour for the size of 20 km, which are 

shorter than that of jet-stream cirrus. Tecson 

et al. (1977) also showed that cirrus with the 

size of 6-9 km were estimated to have a life-

time of up to 5 hours. From the view of life-

time, shorter interval of the images is desirable 

Table 8 Half-life of jet-stream emus. 
(After Fuj』ta,1970) 

Siz巴ofjet -stream curus Half-life 

2 3 n.m1. 
4 6 

10 13 

(4 - 6 km) 

(7 11 ) 
(19 -24 ) 

49 min. 
130 
40 hrs. 

Table 9 Half-life of cumulus clouds in the south-
east sector of a hurricane. (After Fujita, 19 70) 

Size of cumulus clouds Half-life 

23 min. 
36 
44 

60 

2 ・ 3 n.m1. 
4 6 

7 - 9 

10 13 

(4 - 6 km) 

(7-11 ) 
(13 17 ) 
(19 -・ 24 ) 

than longer one for・low-levelwind derivat10n, 

and it seems that there is no dependence upon 

time interval for high-1巴velwind derivation if it 

is two hours or less. 

(2) Image granularity 

Image pixel is available at a grid point with a 

certain spacing, which is called image granula-

rity. The amount of granularity is constant 

value for each kind of image. The granularity 

of GMS at sub-satellite point (ssp) is shown in 

Table 10. Fig. 12 shows half-pixel error of re-

sultant wind due to the image granularity. 

From the figure if infrared (visible) images of 

GMS with 15 (3・6)minute interval are used for 

tracking, the error of wind is estimated as much 

as 3 m/s at ssp. However in order to reduce the 

error caused by the image granularity, the loca-

tion with maximum correlation value on a 

matching surface is interpolated between the 

grid points by fitting bi-directional quadratic. 

This interpolation method was introduced to 

the McIDAS at the SSEC at first and currently 

to all three operating agencies’systems. By the 

way, cloud motion vector is calculated as a 

ratio of cloud displacement to the time interval. 

Therefore, in view of image granularity the 

longer time interval of images is desirable than 

shorter one. 

の
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l 0 to 5 times as many winds could・ be cal-

culated using 3 or 7.5 minute rapid scan images 

as when using 30 or 15 minute interval images. 

In Johnson’s case, only larger clouds with 

longer life-times and somewhat greater veloci-

ties were trackable over a 30 minute interval. 

These larger clouds seem to represent the wind 

at a somewhat higher and faster level than the 

smaller cumuli. This result is similar to the case 

of Fujita et al. (1975) which was introduced 

in Section 3 .1 

From those results, shorter time interval 

images produce more number of winds and 

somewhat lower level's winds with larger spatial 

coverage than longer ones. Considering image 

granularity, life-time and operator time, 15 

minute interval images are better thanαarent 

30 minute ones for operational low-level wind 

METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE CENTER TECHNICAL NOTE No. 14. DECEMBER 1986 

The granularity of GMS image 

Image Granularity at ssp (GMS) 

Visible 
Pixel 0.86 km 
Line 1.25 

Pixel 1.8 (GMS-1) 
Infrared 3.6 (GMS-2 & 3) 

Lin巴 5.0 

Table 10 

: East－、.vestdirection 
: North-south direction 

*Pixel 
Line 

l n 
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derivation. 

High-level winds 

Final wind vectors are calculated opera-

tionally from the images with: 

(a) 30 min. interval at the NESDIS (from 

July 1982 to present) and at the SSEC, 

(b) 1 hour interval at the ESOC, 

(c) 1.5 hour interval at the MSC, and 

(d) 2 hour interval at the NESDIS (until 

July 1982). 

The time intervals are very different from an 

operating agency to another. Although the life-

time of cirrus is long enough to track the cloud 

at any operating agencies, the characteristics 

and the quality might be different from each 

other. 

100 so 20 30 

(min.) 

3 5 10 

TIME RESOLUTION 

Half-pixel error due to image granularity. 

(3) What is the best tirr 

for satellite wind derivation? 

Fig.12. 

In order to assess the impact of the time 

interval of images used for cirrus tracking on 

the resultant winds, cirrus clouds around a sub-

tropical jet-stream were tracked on the images 

with both 15 and 30 minute intervals on the 

same day over the United States of America by 

the MclDAS system at the SSEC (Hamada et 

Low level winds 

Johnson et al. (1980) derived low-level 

cumulus tracked winds using rapid scan images 

over central United States of America. Winds 

from 30, 15, 6 and 3 minute intervals were 

derived. As the time-interval got shorter, the 

number of low-level cloud winds much in-

creased, and spatial coverage of vectors also 

became greater. But much more operator time 

needed for tracking on the rapid scan 

images. Rodgers et al. (1979) also de町 edlow-

level cumulus tracked winds using rapid scan 

images in the vicinity of tropical cyclone. The 

number of low-level cloud winds also much in” 

creased for shorter time-intervals. In both cases 

was 
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al., 1985). In the article it is concluded that 

the 15 minute interval images are better for 

tracking cirrus clouds around the jet-stream 

core than the 30 minute interval images, be-

cause: 

a. It is easier for an operator to identify and 

track target clouds on the 30 minute interval 

images than the 15 minute interval images, 

b. The number of satellite winds from 15 

minute interval images is much more than from 

30 mim』teinterval images, and 

c. Satellite winds possibly fill up the vacan-

cy of conventional radiosonde winds. 

Johnson et al. (1980) showed that as the 

time-interval of images became shorter from 30 

to 3 minutes, mean satellite wind increase from 

20.1 to 25.5 m/s. In another Johnson’s case 

the same results were shown. It was recom-

mended that the 30 minute interval images be 

used on cirrus cloud tracking. 

From those results, it can be suggested that 

the images with a time-interval beれveen15 to 

30 minutes be used for cloud tracking. The 

15 minute interval images should be better 

for tracking cirrus moving faster like that 

around sub-tropical jet-stream, and 30 minute 

interval for tracking other cirrus. 

Time-interval of images. From the results 

mentioned above, the author would like to 

suggest that 15 minute interval images be best 

for both high-and low-level wind derivation. 

4. Applicability of Satellite Wind Data 

In this section some applicability of satellite 

cloud motion winds is briefly discussed in order 

to increase their value. Generally, as the cloud 

motion winds have global coverage, particularly 

over the data sparse area like oceanラandas it is 

easy to handle them with computer, they ・are 

usable for numerical weather prediction as ini-

tial data. Over the tropical region the cloud 

motion winds are sometimes essential, e.g., to 

study the ENSO (EL Nino-Southern Oscilla-

tion), because they are obtained continuously 

and globally. But their accuracy is somewhat 

less than that of conventional winds and they 

are generally obtained only at two levels in the 

vertical. Other than these, there are various 

aspects which must be taken into account for 

using the wind data. They are summarized in 

Table 11. Furthermore, the satellite wind data 

may have value as a component of combined 

(or composite) meteorological data set to 

clarify the nature of the global circulation of 

the atmosphere. 

4.1. Impact on the Data Assimilation Cycle 

and Forecasts 

During FGGE period, intensive satellite wind 

observations were conducted by using 5 geosta-

tionary satellites, which supplied a number of 

wind data (level II-a and 11-b data) in the data-

Table 11. Positive and negative aspects of satellit巴winddata 

Positive Negative 

1. Global coverage, particularly over the 1. Accuracy is less than that of conven-
ocean (data sparse area.) tional wind, mostly qualitative. Error 

2. Horizontally dense. due to representative height is large. 
3. Air motion field is directly observed. 2. Obtained only at two levels in the verti-
4. Variation of motion field is readily avail- cal. 

able if so operated 3. Accumulation of past data is still insuf-
5. Easy to handle with computer. ficient for climate research. 

4. No observation is available over the 
cloud-free ar巴asuch as desert. 
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sparse region, especially in the tropics. 

Through the experience in research and 

operational works it has been widely acknowl-

edged that satellite wind data played an import-

ant and essential role in the FGGE programme. 

This is clearly indicated in the research works. 

For example, it should be noted that the low-

level wind circulations over the west巴m Pacific 

in the tropics during the no11hern hemisphere 

winter are completely and reliably described for 

the first time by these wind data In the ob-

servational studies which used these wind ana-

lyses (Sumi and Murakami, 1982; Lau et al., 

1983), it was demonstrated that in the FGGE 

winter the divergence center shifted from the 

maritime continent to the region near the 

dateline. This fact suggests the possibility of 

the interannual variations of the tropical 

monsoon circulations. 

For the summer monsoon, the impact of the 

satellite wind data was also remarkable, because 

these data are the unique observation over the 

Indian Ocean. Reliable analysis during unpre-

cedently large amount of data (Krishnamurti 

et al., 1979, 1980a and 1980b) have made it 

possible to investigate the details in the summer 

monsoon circulations. 

The same conclusions described above have 

been confirmed in the operational numerical 

weather prediction (NWP). The impacts due to 

the satellite wind data have been investigated in 

the Observing System Experiment (OSE). The 

conclusions obtained through the OSE will be 

briefly described in the following. 

Positive impacts on the forecasts were 

noticed (Kallberg et al., 1981 ). They are sum-

m arized as follows; 

(l) The satellite wind data have a large 1m-

pact on the tropical forecast for 1 to 3 days, 

and on the numerical forecasts for the southern 

hemisphere. These were due to the fact that 

m many cases synoptic circulations are detected 

only by these cloud tracked winds in the tro-

pies and southern hemisphere. 

(2) In the northern hemisphere the impact 

is relatively smaller but still positive. As is 

well known, the data obtained by other ob-

served system are often available there. How-

ever、suchan important aspect of satellite wind 

data that impact of satellite wind data in the 

tropical analysis easily propagates into that in 

mid-latitudes was indicated by Sumi {1982). 

Recently, El Nino/Southern Oscillation 

(ENSO) events collect much attention. For the 

ENSO the tropics, especially the western Pacific 

region, is a key area and the reliable analysis in 

the tropics has become more and more import-

ant and necessary. Especially, observations by 

Japanese GMS Satellite is essential for the study 

of ENSO. In this sense, the satellite wind 

observation will be indispensable in the context 

of WWW programme. 

In conclusion, satellite wind data are effec-

tive and important for the analyses and fore-

casts. Therefore, they should be continued for 

the operational weather services in the context 

of WWW programme. 

4 .2. Climate Research 

The satellite wind data are very useful for 

climate research because they have global and 

dense coverage and it is easy to handle with 

ιomputer. However, as the accumulation of 

past data is still insufficient, they are usable at 

present only for the study of relatively short 

period climate variation shown in the following: 

General 

I. Convenient to perform observational 

studies of general circulation of the atmos・

phere, and 

2. Usable to evaluate: stream line field, 

transport of physical quantities (qualitative ap-
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proach) and eddy activities. 

Specific 

I . Essential to study the ENSO (EL Nino-

Southern Oscillation), relation between air 

motion and sea surface state such as sea surface 

current, deep ocean current, etc., 

2. Evaluation of atmospheric jet-stream; 

middle-latitude westerlies in upper level, Somali 

jet in lower level司etc.,

3. Analysis of air motion field in lower lati-

tudes/ITCZ region, and 

4. Analysis of air current over and around 

rnoun ta in at least partially. 

5. Summary 

From the discussions described in previous 

sections, they will be summarized as that, 

I Satellite observation has been stabilized 

in quality among three operating agencies lately, 

2. Cloud motion winds are very useful for 

numerical weather prediction as initial data 

especially in the tropics and in southern hemi-

sphere, and 

3. Cloud motion winds are very useful for 

the research of climate variation in relatively 

short period, the order of2 to 3 years. 

Finally, the author would like to emphasize 

that the satellite wind data are indispensable 

both operationally and in research work, and 

both at present and in future. 
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全球気象実験 （GWE）ホの結果として得られた

静止気象衛星風観測lの改善とそのWWWへの適用

g
’’t
 

un下忠訳

気象i!lih1センタ ンステム管理課

GWE (FGGE）＊の期間〔19781-ド12!11 11～1979'1三日月30bl）には， H本の気象衛星センタ ー

(YlSC/JMA），米｜吋の環境衛桜j心（NESS，現イiの ).IESDIS/NOAA），欧州衛星運則センタ ー

(ESOC/ESA）および米国ウ ィスコン γ ／大学Y'rii科学以術併究所 （SSEC／じW）の 4つの機関に

より， 5個の静止気象衛JT.阿像を使用して；l'L＇，常的な風観測 が行なわれた。SSEC以外の 3機関ではそ

の後も観測が続けられ現frに至っているc

GWE矧問中およびその後のいくつかの調査結果から見れば，衛桜風チータl主ラジオソン チの観測

！鼠と良く一致している。向者のヘクトル差の大きさは，トド層でそれぞれJOm/s,5rn/s程度以ドで

ある。GWE後のンステムの改常により ，算ill機関間の子ータのnの差も少なく なってきてお り，安定

した観測体系を形成してきている。

これらの衛星風は，極地点を除く令球をカハ するこ と，計算機で容易に大量のこれらの干ータを

取扱う ことができるこ とから，特に次の様な利HJがiiJ¥Jである。

(1）数値予報の解析場作成のための入力デー タとして重観されている。とりわけ熱帯地方と l材半球で

は他の種類のデータが得られない，あるいは少ない事もあって衛恩風ヂータが不可決であるc

(2）全球的に均質なデータが得られることから，気候変動の研究にも重要なデータである。観測開始

後日が浅いため内面は比較的短い期間（ 2～3年科度）が対象になるが，将来もっ と長期の気候変動

の研究のため干ータの蓄積を行なう ことが重要である。

しかしながら，衛星の風観測、／ステムが従来の風観測がステムと測定の方法か線本的に主となるこ と

から，いくつかの注意すべき事柄が存存する。通常はト・ド層の 2層の風しか得られない事， 時とし

て得られた風の高度決定の関難さに起肉するエラーがノkきくなる事なとであるc これらの改持及び結

* GWE：全球気象実験は， はじめは第 l次地球 大気開発計四（FGGE）と呼ばれていた。
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東；の評価のためには次の傑な）j法が考えられる。

(1）現行の可視と赤外窓悩域 (12μ m）の観測の他に水ぷ'Aチャンネノレ（6.8μ m），赤外窓領域の分

割 (lJ. 5と12.5μ m）あるし、は CO，ヰ＋ ンネノレ (13.3,14 0および14.2μ m）の観測が有ノ」な手段と

して期待されている。

(2）中！曹の風を得るためにぽ，赤外観測j品度にぷいた疑似ステンオJJ式がの｝りである。

(3）高速の絹雲の追跡には，変形や移動距離の大きすぎることなど精度の劣化を少なくするため，現

行の30分間隔のl市l像を使用するより 15分間隔の）jが良いc このことにより偶数 ・精度とも大巾な改善

が期待できる。

( 4 ）算出尚度の評価には ， 2 律J厚の共通観測領以の同時i•lii像取得によるステレオ方式高度決定方、1-i則

であるc

最後に，待］思風についてはシステムとし て改常すべき ことや，利川l骨iについて今後の調脊 ・研究に

待つべき所も少な くないが，現業的にも研究十1的にも，また現在ー・将来とも欠〈べからざるものであ

ることには変わり なし、ことを強調しておきたいベ

本稿l土， 1985-Y:5月27同から3H！までスイスのジュネ ーブで開催された W'v!O/ICS仁 H慢の会議

「全球気象実験の結果と WWWに関する会議一において筆おが標記の題で発表した時；こ準備した詳細

な講義ノ トをま とめたものである。このうち会凶のl札；！？干 γステムについては，既に本技術報告に

掲載されている （Hamada,1985）。
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